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differences after mitral valve
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Biomechanical chordal forces
vary after different mitral valve
repair techniques. These may in-
fluence durability and guide
future repair strategy.
Hani Ali-Ghosh, MBBS, FRCS (CTh), and
Clifford William Barlow, FRCS (CTh), DPhil

Mitral regurgitation is the most prevalent valvular disease in
the developed world, with mitral repair being superior to
replacement.1 Mitral valve repair was described more
than 60 years ago,2,3 and numerous repair techniques have
since evolved. These can broadly be regarded as “resection”
of leaflet, “respect” with neochords, or “edge-to-edge”
leaflet repair. It is often the surgeon’s subjectivity that steers
their technique despite data existing regarding short- and
longer-term efficacy and durability of these.4-6

In this edition of JTCVS Techniques, Paulsen and col-
leagues7 investigate biomechanical outcomes after mitral
valve repair. Using their previously described model,8

porcine mitral valves were mounted within a 3-
dimensional–printed left heart simulator, P2 prolapse was
induced, and hemodynamic data and chordal forces were
analyzed after 4 different repair techniques—edge-to-
edge, resection, remodeling, and neochord. The authors
find that edge-to-edge techniques are inferior in terms of re-
gurgitant volume but importantly that the biomechanical
properties of different repair techniques vary considerably.
While both resection and nonresection techniques more
effectively reduce regurgitation, the latter, such as leaflet re-
modeling or neochord, do so with lower chordal forces. The
authors postulate that, with further studies, biomechanical
data may direct choice of surgical repair strategy and lead
to more durable repairs.
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Limitations of the study fall into 2 categories.7 The first
relate to the 3-dimensional–printed left heart simulator
and its clinical transferability. These include the model ven-
tricular size being larger than normal, use of mechanical
valves in the aortic position, and chordal force measurement
accuracy with differing degrees of regurgitation. However,
as previously,8 the authors provide evidence that their
model is reproducible for studying the biomechanics of
mitral valve repair.

The second category of limitations relates to extrapo-
lating biomechanical data after repair in their porcine model
to pathologic human mitral valves. In their porcine model,
chordal forces using nonresection techniques are being
measured with normal leaflet tissue, and these may not
extrapolate to an unresected, myxomatous, pathologic hu-
man valve. In contrast, chordal forces in their leaflet resec-
tion model are being measured after partial resection of a
normal posterior leaflet. Perhaps this mimics the “over-
zealous resection” they correctly criticize in their introduc-
tion.7 Finally, the most important difference between the
study model and clinical practice is that annuloplasty rings,
which restore annular shape and size but also possibly
reduce chordal strain, were not employed as to not confound
the results.

Surgical decision-making should be based on preopera-
tive investigations and intraoperative assessment using
sound surgical principles. The aim is a tension-free repair
with a posteriorly situated, smooth line of coaptation.6 On
occasion, all experienced mitral repair surgeons would
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resect some excessive leaflet tissue and on others would
respect the entire leaflet. However, perhaps in a frail patient
with mitral annular calcification, an edge-to-edge repair
could deliver the optimal outcome. These decisions repre-
sent the art of surgery. While the experienced surgeon could
often use several alternative techniques to repair a particular
valve, comprehensive biomechanical data may provide an
objective direction in the future for improved early- and
longer-term outcomes. Surgeons need innovations, such
as the research described by Paulson and colleagues,7 as
we are ultimately scientists and not artists.
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